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Agenda
Meeting: Pension Fund Committee
Venue:

Remote Meeting held via Microsot Teams

Date:

Friday, 4 June 2021

Time:

10.00 am

Councillors:

John Weighell OBE (Chairman)
Helen Swiers, Filey division (Vice-Chair)
Patrick Mulligan
Mike Chambers
Cliff Lunn
Don MacKay
Andy Solloway
Angus Thompson
Christian Vassie, City of York Council
Jim Clark, North Yorkshire District Councils
Brian Hazeldine, UNISON
Mr David Portlock, Chair of Pension Board (NonVoting)

Under his delegated decision making powers in the Officers’ Delegation Scheme in the Council’s
Constitution, the Chief Executive Officer has power, in cases of emergency, to take any decision
which could be taken by the Council, the Executive or a committee. Following on from the expiry of
the Local Authorities and Police and Crime Panels (Coronavirus) (Flexibility of Local Authority and
Police and Crime Panel Meetings) (England and Wales) Regulations 2020, which allowed for
committee meetings to be held remotely, the County Council resolved at its meeting on 5 May
2021 that, for the present time, in light of the continuing Covid-19 pandemic circumstances,
remote live-broadcast committee meetings should continue, with any formal decisions required
being taken by the Chief Executive Officer under his emergency decision making powers and after
consultation with other Officers and Members as appropriate and after taking into account any
views of the relevant Committee Members. This approach will be reviewed by full Council at its
July meeting.
The meeting will be available to view once the meeting commences, via the following link www.northyorks.gov.uk/livemeetings Recordings of previous live broadcast meetings are also
available there.
Enquiries relating to this agenda please contact Stephen Loach Tel: 01609 532216
or e-mail stephen.loach@northyorks.gov.uk
Website: www.northyorks.gov.uk
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Business
1.

Welcome, introductions and apologies

2.

Minutes of the Committee Meeting held on 5th March 2021

3.

Declarations of Interest

4.

Exclusion of the public from the meeting during consideration of
each of the items listed in column 1
Exclusion of the public from the meeting during consideration of each of the items of
business listed in Column 1 of the following table on the grounds that they each involve
the likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in the paragraph(s) specified in
column 2 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A to the Local Government Act 1972 as amended by
the Local Government (Access to information)(Variation) Order 2006:-

5.

(Pages 5 - 18)

Item number on the agenda
Paragraph Number
8
3
Public Questions or Statements
Members of the public may ask questions or make statements at this meeting if they
have given notice (including the text of the question/statement) to Steve Loach of
Democratic Services (contact details at the foot of page 1 of the Agenda sheet) by
midday on Tuesday 1st June 2021. Each speaker should limit themselves to 3 minutes
on any item. Members of the public who have given notice will be invited to speak:•
at this point in the meeting if their questions/statements relate to matters which
are not otherwise on the Agenda (subject to an overall time limit of 30 minutes);
•
when the relevant Agenda item is being considered if they wish to speak on a
matter which is on the Agenda for this meeting.
If you are exercising your right to speak at this meeting, but do not wish to be recorded,
please inform the Chairman who will instruct those taking a recording to cease while you
speak.

6.

Death Benefit - Report of the Treasurer

(Pages 19 - 44)

7.

Administration Report - Report of the Treasurer

(Pages 45 - 60)

8.

Asset Allocation - Report of the Treasurer (REPORT CONTAINS EXEMPT
INFORMATION) (Pages 61 - 70)
3

9.

Performance of the Fund - Report of the Investment Consultants

10.

Pension Board - Minutes of Meeting held on 8th April 2021 Report back by Chair

11.

Such other business as, in the opinion of the Chairman should,
by reason of special circumstances, be considered as a matter of
urgency

Barry Khan
Assistant Chief Executive
(Legal and Democratic Services)
County Hall
Northallerton
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Agenda Item 2
North Yorkshire County Council
Pension Fund Committee
Minutes of the meeting held on 5 March 2021 held as a live broadcast meeting commencing
at 10 am.
Present:County Councillors John Weighell OBE (Chairman), Michael Chambers MBE, Cliff Lunn, Don
Mackay, Patrick Mulligan, Andy Solloway, Helen Swiers and Angus Thompson.
Councillor Jim Clark - North Yorkshire District Councils.
Councillor Christian Vassie - City of York Council.
David Portlock - Chair of the Pension Board.
Brian Hazlehurst – UNISON retired members - observer

Copies of all documents considered are in the Minute Book

198.

Welcome and Introduction
The Chairman welcomed everyone to the live broadcast meeting of the Pension Fund
Committee held remotely under The Local Authorities and Police and Crime Panels
(Coronavirus) (Flexibility of Local Authority Police and Crime Panel Meetings)
(England and Wales) Regulations 2020 and introduced those present.

199.

Exclusion of the Public and Press
Resolved –
That on the grounds that it involved the likely disclosure of exempt information as
defined in paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A to the Local Government Act 1972
as amended by the Local Government (Access to Information) (Variation) Order 2006,
the public was excluded from the meeting during consideration of agenda items: 2 –
Confidential Minutes only; 5 – Death Grant; 11 – Investment Strategy Review
(appendix 1 only).

200.

Minutes
Resolved That the Minutes of the meeting held on 27 November 2021, and the Confidential
Minutes of the meeting held on 27 November 2021 were confirmed and would be
signed by the Chairman as a correct record at the first available opportunity.
The Confidential Minutes of the meeting held on 27 November 2021 were not
discussed, therefore, the public and press were not excluded.
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201.

Declarations of Interest
There were no declarations of interest.

202.

Public Questions or Statements
The following public questions / statements were submitted to the meeting:Dr. Margaret Jackson on behalf of Fossil Free North Yorkshire
Since we last met more large institutions have taken their money out of fossil fuels:
BlackRock, the world's largest money-management firm
National Employment Savings Trust -in coal, tar sands and Arctic drilling
Norwegian Sovereign Wealth Fund- $1 trillion
Sweden’s pension fund AP2 $43 billion
Lothian Pension Fund
New York state pension fund $226 billion
Cambridge University $4.5 billion
Oxford University $3.7 billion
Lloyds of London
all six major U.S. banks divested from Arctic drilling
New York City, London and 10 other big cities holding more than $295 billion in
combined assets
The Welsh Parliament
Globally $14.56 trillion is committed to divestment!

•

Fossil fuel values have crashed- the global oil sector has written down $100 billion of
assets over the last year

•

S&P Global downgrades Exxon and Chevron on climate risk1 –
‘Exxon last year slashed spending on new projects by nearly a third and outlined plans
to cut up to 15% of its workforce, but its debt rose by $21 billion due to expenses and
restructuring’

•

UK Public Pensions have lost £2 billion on oil investments in the last 4 years.2
The combined investments by 56 local government pension funds into nine leading oil
companies, including BP and Royal Dutch Shell, collapsed by half from £3.6bn to
£1.8bn between April 2017 and November 2020.
* The largest losers were pension funds from Greater Manchester (£375m), West
Yorkshire (£211m) and Nottinghamshire (£81m).
* For Greater Manchester Pension Fund, this wiped out 2.2% of the total fund value,
equivalent to over £1,000 per pension member. West Yorkshire lost £740 per member,
and Nottinghamshire £1,070.

•

NYCC pension fund’s current exposure:
total fund value- 3,543,115,024
Fossil fuel exposure- 72,900,367
% fund in fossil fuels- 2.06%

•

On engagement:
It is clear from NYCC PF’s Investment Strategy Statement3 that to quote: “The Fund
retains responsibility for determining the investment strategy and asset allocation and
delegates manager selection to the Pool. This ensures that the fiduciary duty and
democratic responsibility of the Fund can be maintained, whilst facilitating the delivery
of cost benefits through scale.”
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•

The Investment Strategy goes on to describe its commitment to ESG factors as a
necessary component of fulfilling its fiduciary duty and states that “Engagement with
company management and voting behaviour are integral to investment processes.”
Both NYCC PF and BCPP place engagement at the centre of their ESG policies
despite there being no evidence that such an approach has ever been successful in
persuading an oil or gas major to transition away from oil/gas.
Evidence shows that engagement can work but not when a company is being asked
to change its core business model.
The Fossil fuel industry does not possess the know-how and expertise in clean energyhistory shows us that innovations do not originate from companies using old
technology or products (e.g. Kodak)
Why do investors believe so strongly that fossil fuel companies are well placed to
become renewable energy experts? - transforming a Fossil Fuel Company is harder
than starting up a new renewable energy venture. So why would a smart investor bet
money on a “fossil trying to change”, that will have to deal with a company culture,
retraining, lay-offs, writing off costs of obsolete assets and practices that were
developed for the fossil fuel era of the 20th century, when this money could be invested
in a New Energy focused start-up unhindered by such deadweight?
The early part of transitioning is a form of diversification. Diversifying is great when it
does not compete with one’s core business. Why would a company decisively move
to produce and sell products in direct competition with its core business?
A study published by the Financial Times last October4 undertaken as a partnership
between the London School of Economics and investors that manage $21tn in funds,
concluded that ”No major oil, gas or coal company is on track to align their business
with the Paris climate goal of limiting the global temperature rise to well below 2°C by
2050”.
Investing in fossil fuels no longer makes economic sense and compromises the
Pension Fund’s fiduciary duty:
To quote Mark Campanale, Founder & Executive Chairman of Carbon Tracker:
“As fossil fuel valuations have tanked and there's been a collapse in the valuation of
utility companies focussed on fossil fuels, investors have suddenly sat up and said,
‘Oh, I thought this was an ESG issue, but it's really an investment issue”
Questions

1.
2.

a.
b.
3.

4.

What evidence do you have that engagement with fossil fuel companies in terms of
persuading them to reduce fossil fuel production has been effective?
In the minutes of the Pension Fund Committee meeting of 3 July 2020 it is stated that:
“In extreme situations divestment could be appropriate, if it is believed that a company
is failing to adequately address the risks it faces”What specific criteria does the fund apply to assessing the success or otherwise of
engagement?
What specific time-lines does the fund apply in determining the success or otherwise
of engagement?
We know that the transition (towards renewables) is happening: what measures has
the NYCC PFC put in place in terms of financial performance benchmarks and
decarbonisation goals, in acknowledgement of this reality?
What measures does the committee take to interrogate its funds as to their exposure
to fossil fuel investments?

Max Truelove
•
•
•

Introduction
Statement about importance and urgency of climate change, for the world and our
region
Not all doom and gloom, the low carbon transition offers a vast amount of opportunity
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•
•
•
•

•

•

In January, Border to Coast co-signed a letter to the Prime Minster detailing the role of
pension funds in helping to fund the low carbon transition
Fossil Free North Yorkshire is pleased with Border to Coasts recent announcement of
investment into a few infrastructure funds with a low carbon focus, however, note that
this is still a tiny proportion of the pooled funds £45bn of assets
Moreover, in 2020, three London pension funds joined together to create a local green
infrastructure fund, helping reduce emissions alongside creating local high skilled jobs,
‘good’ local economic growth
Does the committee agree with our view that a portion of the funds £73m fossil fuel
investments could be better invested in a local green infrastructure fund, creating local
jobs, sustainable growth and a positive return on investment to pension holders, rather
than investing in failing global oil supermajors?
Furthermore, have the fund assessed the potential of various UK debt instruments
such as Green Gilts and Green Municipal Bonds, all of which are expected to hit the
market in 2021, that also offer an opportunity to directly finance green projects whilst
providing a return on investment?
Finally, I would like to thank the fund for the response to my FOI request into how much
FF investments have gone down in Q1 2020. The example of Shell was given as an
example a company investing in renewable energy; however, Shell is still planning on
investing 4 times as much in new oil projects than renewables and spending millions
a year lobbying against climate change, does this seem like a company like taking the
climate emergency seriously?
The Chairman thanked Dr Jackson and Mr Truelove for their contribution to the
meeting and their enthusiasm on this issue, which was echoed by another Member. It
was noted that the issues raised were being considered and would be discussed later
in the meeting. The Chairman noted some inaccuracies in the statements and stated
that the current value of the NYPF was £4.5bn and the current level of investment in
fossil fuels was around 0.7%.

203.

Death Grant
Resolved –
That this item be deferred for consideration at a subsequent meeting to allow further
information to be obtained.

204.

Business Plan and 2021/22 Budget
Considered The report of the Treasurer on the following:
(i)

To report on the progress made against the key NYPF business plan activities
identified for 2020/21.

(ii)

To approve the draft NYPF Business Plan for 2021/22 – 2023/24.

(iii).

To approve the draft 2021/22 NYPF Budget.

The report highlighted the following:


The progress made on the 2020/21 Business Plan
Details of the draft Business Plan 2021/22 to 2023/24, including a “plan on a
Page” summary.
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The draft 2021/22 budget for the cost of running the Fund totalling £33.9m,
including one off transition costs and notable changes to the budget figures
from the 2020/21 budget.
The Fund’s investments, referred to in the report, would gradually be changed
to reflect the Committee’s Investment Strategy that would be agreed later in
this meeting.
Members paid tribute to the hard work and dedication of the NYPFs officers,
especially during the pandemic lock-downs, and requested that the
Committee’s thanks be recorded in the minutes. The Chairman noted that this
would be the final meeting for Amanda Alderson, and thanked her for the
extensive work she had undertaken on behalf of the Fund, and, in particular
the liaison with BCPP. He noted that she would be moving into a similar role
within NYCC. Members echoed the comments of the Chairman. Amanda’s
replacement, Qingzi Bu, was introduced to the Committee.

Resolved –

205.

(i)

That the progress made against the 2020/21 NYPF Business Plan be noted

(ii)

That the draft 2021/22 NYPF Business Plan be approved.

(iii)

That the draft 2021/22 NYPF Budget be approved.

(iv)

That Officers of the NYPF be thanked for the work undertaken on behalf of the
Fund, particularly during the pandemic.

(v)

That Amanda Alderson be thanked for her service to the Committee.

Budget/Statistics
Considered The report of the Treasurer on the current position for the 2020/21 budget - cost of
running the Fund and the three-year cash flow projection for the Fund.
The latest forecast outturn position against the 2020/21 budget showed an anticipated
expenditure for the year of £31.5m, an overspend of £1.4m over the original budget.
The report provided details of how the increase had arisen.
The cash position of the Fund was presented and highlighted the projected cashflows
of the Fund over the three-year period 2020/21 to 2022/23. The forecast for employer
contribution income has been revised across the three years to take account of
increases in inflation uplift, an increase in employee numbers and the revised
assumption that the higher elective contribution rate for the employer NYCC will
continue in 2021/22 and 2022/23. The updates in the cashflow forecasts had resulted
in surplus positions in the overall cash position now being projected for 2020/21 and
2021/22. Due to the volatile nature of some of the income and expenditure incurred by
the Fund, an element of fluctuation in the overall cashflow position was to be expected.
The following issues and points were raised during a discussion of the report:

A Member noted that the previously predicted cashflow negative position was
yet to materialise and wondered whether this would be an issue soon. It was
stated, in response, that it had been anticipated that the Fund would be in a
cashflow negative position much sooner than was now thought, however this
had not happened, and was not expected to in the short term. Going forward,
should the Fund find itself in a negative cashflow position, a plan was in place
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to effectively manage this. It was noted that a number of other Funds were in
this position and were able to operate appropriately and effectively.
Resolved –
That the contents of the report be noted.

206.

Pension Administration Report
Considered The report of the Treasurer providing Members with information relating to the
administration of the Fund in the quarter and updating on key issues and initiatives
which impact the administration team, including the following:Admission Agreements and New Academies
Administration
Membership Statistics
Throughput Statistics
Performance Statistics
Commendations and Complaints
Annual Benefit Statements 2020
Issues and Initiatives
GMP and Pensioner Data Reconciliation
Breaches Policy & Log
Administration System Project
Other Key Projects
McCloud
CIPFA Benchmarking Return 2019/2020
Member Training
Meeting Timetable
The following issues from the report were highlighted:


A number of major projects were currently underway, which had an effect on
the target figure for work achieved during the reported Quarter, however, it was
emphasised that payments were being made effectively.
The number of complaints had fallen significantly during the period while
commendations were up
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In terms of the ABS, over 99% had been issued for 2020, which was over
30k.Work had now commenced on preparing the 2021 ABS.
The GMP and Pensioner Data Reconciliation projects were both nearing
completion and the data would then be fed into the system for processing, with
those affected being contacted in relation to pension reductions (over £5) and
arrears being paid. Figures would be reported to the Committee at a
subsequent meeting.
A Member stated that he was surprised to see the numbers of staff rising during
the pandemic. In response it was considered that this could be due to people
moving into alternative roles during the pandemic, or, more likely, as this
highlighted the 3rd Quarter, it related to staff within schools returning to work.
Details of the nature of two recent data breaches were outlined, together with
the action that had followed in relation to those. The Chairman of the Pension
Board stated that the breaches had been discussed at the January meeting of
the Board, with some follow up discussions having taken place following the
meeting, and it had been decided that the recommendation to the Pension
Fund Committee was that neither breach should be referred to the Pensions
Regulator. The Treasurer welcomed the reports and the recommendation of
the Pension Board, emphasising that the culture of the Fund for openness and
transparency was clearly demonstrated by this process.
A Member noted that the attendance at meetings details within the report were
inaccurate. It was stated, in response, that these would be altered to reflect his
attendance.
The Administration System project continued to progress satisfactorily. The
testing of the systems had commenced with good results. It was expected that
this would ease the burden on year end process as data would be fed in
throughout the year.
The migration to the new Pensions Administration Software to encompass an
integrated system was expected to take place in March, with this then tested to
ensure it was operating effectively.
In respect of the McCloud judgement data collection was expected to take
place in the first quarter of the coming year, with a third party operator
undertaking this on behalf of the NYPF..
The £95k Cap, as reported at previous meetings, had now been disapplied by
the Government due to significant issues arising and legal challenges having
arisen. It was noted that the premise of the Cap had not been discounted and
it was likely that this would return in some form at a later date. No member of
the NYPF had been affected by the regulations whilst they had been applied.
It was noted that the Meetings timetable currently showed a Committee
meeting on the 28th May 2021, however, it was requested that the meeting be
rescheduled to take place on Friday 4th June 2021 at 10am, with a workshop
meeting arranged for Thursday 3rd June 2021.
Details of the CIPFA benchmarking process were provided, which indicated
that the NYPF administration function was provided at a low cost in relation to
comparator Funds. Members congratulated the Administration Team for the
excellent service they have been providing to the Fund, and the value for
money demonstrated.
The Treasurer stated that consideration was being given to developing a series
of “in-house” training events following the recent success of the ‘Introduction to
the LGPS’ session. He stated that these would be developed in response to
requests from Members and would be delivered jointly with Members of the
Pension Board, where appropriate.

Resolved –
(i)

that the contents of the report be noted;
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(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

207.

that the contents of the Breaches Log be noted and the breaches highlighted
are not referred to the Pensions Regulator;
that further consideration be given to the development of an “in-house” training
programme;
that the Meeting of the Committee scheduled to take place on 28th May 2021
be rescheduled to 10am on Friday 4th June 2021, with the corresponding
workshop taking place on 3rd June 2021.

Performance of the Fund
Considered –
Report of the Investment Consultants, AON, providing details of performance and
asset allocation information for the Fund along with a background to the investment
markets during the third calendar quarter of 2020.
The following issues were highlighted:








The Fund assets increased in value by over £300m to £4,517.0 over the fourth
quarter of 2020 in a very strong performance by the Fund’s investments.
In relative terms, the Fund outperformed the composite benchmark by 2.6% over
the quarter, returning 7.6% in absolute terms.
The overall absolute performance of the Fund’s assets was 7.6% over the fourth
quarter of 2020, compared to the benchmark return of 5.0%.
The composite benchmark was a weighted average made up of the individual
manager benchmarks.
The Fund outperformed its composite performance benchmark by 9.7% over the
past 12-month period and by 4.3% per annum over the 3-year period to 31
December 2020.
No rebalancing was considered necessary.
The performance of the various Fund Managers, and the investments managed
within the BCPP were outlined.
Issues discussed included the property portfolio; the strong stock selection of
Baillie Gifford; the good performance of Dodge and Cox and Newton.

Members discussed the appended documents and the following issues and points
were raised:





A Member raised concerns regarding the poor performance of the property
portfolio. In response it was stated that the property markets had struggled due to
COVID, and also in the UK due to Brexit. Consideration was being given to a more
global focussed property portfolio, going forward, and BCPP were in the process
of investigating this.
It was clarified that a number of investments with BCPP were expected to gain
value in the long term, therefore, it was too early at this stage to determine how
they were performing.
It was noted that the equity protection that is currently in place showed a large
negative return due to the equity investments performing well, and due to this there
had been a significant increase in the value of the Fund.
The performance of value stock managers against growth stock managers was
discussed in relation to previous performance and current performance. It was
noted that value stocks had seen a recent upsurge, hence their improved
performance.

Resolved –
(i)

that the contents of the report be noted.
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208.

Pension Board – report back by Chair on the meeting held on 14th January 2021
Considered A verbal update by the Chair of the Pension Board.
The Chair of the Pension Board, David Portlock, summarised the discussions at the
meeting held on 14th January 2021 highlighting the following:










A vacancy for a Scheme Member representative on the Pension Board remained
despite ongoing attempts to fill this. Every effort would continue to be made to fill
this.
There was still very little direct communication between Pension Boards and
BCPP. The Treasurer and NYPF officers were ensuring that information from
BCPP was being provided, but direct communication would be welcomed and
would assist efficiency and effectiveness.
The Hymans Robertson report in relation to the governance of the LGPS had been
delayed due to the pandemic, however, progress was now beginning to be made
with recommendations submitted to, and approved by, the Scheme Advisory
Board. The recommendations had now been submitted to the MHCLG and further
details on their response to this will follow shortly.
The various Codes of Practice currently in place are under consideration with a
view to developing a single Code.
The breaches discussed earlier at today’s meeting had been considered by the
Board, as outlined.
Details of Internal Audit reports continue to be fed into each meeting of the Board.
Audit’s continued to be progressed and updates would be provided on how these
have developed at subsequent meetings.
Training is a standing item on Board agendas and the plans for joint training
sessions for Members of the Committee and the Board, stated by the Treasurer
earlier in this meeting would be welcomed.

Resolved That the the details of the meeting outlined be noted.
Appendix A of Minute No.196 was considered as a private item (see Minute No. 199,
above). However, there was very limited discussion on that specific document,
therefore, it was not necessary to provide a confidential minute.

209.

Investment Strategy Review
Considered The report of the Treasurer to the Fund regarding the following:(i).

To recommend a new investment strategy for the Fund.

(ii).

To recommend commitments to Border to Coast’s infrastructure and private
credit funds.

(iii).

To ask for delegated authority to be given to the Treasurer and Chair of the
Committee to make the final decision on investing in Border to Coast’s Multi
Asset Credit fund, should it remain within the Fund’s investment strategy.
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(iv).

To update Members on the equity protection and currency hedging positions.

The New Investment Strategy
The Treasurer stated that, following the November 2020 Meeting of the
Committee, Members had embarked on a series of Workshops to determine a
new Investment Strategy for the Fund. Assistance with the process was
provided by the Fund’s Investment Advisers and NYPF officers. The aim of the
Strategy was to maximise investment potential for growth while protecting the
funding position and reducing risk.
The proposed asset allocation for the new Strategy was:-

Equities – 50%
Infrastructure – 10%
Property – 7.5%
Private Credit – 5%
Multi Asset Credit – 5%
Corporate Bonds – 7.5%
Gilts – 15%
It was expected that this provide an appropriate return, in line with the
Triennial Valuation assumptions and would reduce the risk from the
current Strategy.
Members thanked those involved for their assistance in developing
the new Strategy, which was considered to be an effective and
sensible approach. A Member, while welcoming the new approach,
considered that it would be appropriate to for new investments to take
account of new challenges, and move towards the development of
green infrastructure.
The Treasurer thanked Members for their hard work in assisting with
the development of the new Strategy and for their robust debate
during the process.
Options for new investments with BCPP – Private Credit and
Infrastructure
The Committee had decided that all new investments should be made
through Border to Coast, where suitable opportunities are available,
including private markets, where Border to Coast had a programme
comprised of separate investment funds in private equity, private credit and
infrastructure. The Fund’s Investment Strategy included allocations to
private credit and infrastructure, but not to private equity.
Due to the nature of private markets investments it was not possible to
quickly allocate money and achieve target allocations, therefore, periodic
commitments must be made over a number of years to gradually build up
the allocations. Once the targets had been reached, further commitments
must be made to maintain the values of the investments at or around the
target levels.
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The Fund’s private credit and infrastructure programmes were in the
process of being built up towards the targets but there was a long way to
go.
The first quarter of each calendar year provided an opportunity to make new
commitments to the BCPP private markets programme.
Extensive details of the Fund’s current commitment, the desired investment
levels, the expected progress of those investments and their compatibility
with the new Investment Strategy for both private credit and infrastructure
were provided in the report.

Decisions were required for the commitment levels for both private
credit and infrastructure for 2021. Decisions on commitments for later
years would need to be made in the first quarter of each year.
During a discussion of these investments the following issues were
highlighted:



The process was complex and would be difficult to undertake as
a Committee as meetings would need to be held as investments
were required, therefore, it was more beneficial to allow officers
to manage this. It was noted that BCPP would call on
investment commitments as and when these were at their most
opportune.
A Member referred to the BCPP Infrastructure portfolio and
noted the current investments in fossil fuels. He suggested that
an approach be made to BCPP to request that an equivalent
investment ne made into green infrastructure and renewable
energy. In response it was emphasised that BCPP were aware
of the type of investment that the NYPF would like from the
financial commitment provided, and would enable those
investments where possible, but currently they were limited to
what was available. Going forward, it was expected that a
significant proportion of the investments would be in green
infrastructure. The Member acknowledged the position
highlighted and suggested that a proactive approach should be
developed with BCPP to inform them of potential green
infrastructure investments. He also emphasised that he was not
demanding a disinvestment in fossil fuels but would like to see
an equivalent amount invested in green investments. In
response it was stated that discussions were planned, with
BCPP, in relation to the commitment to infrastructure and what
the Fund aimed to achieve, but it was emphasised that BCPP
had to meet the challenge of the investment requirements of all
the Funds.
Multi Asset Credit
At the November 2019 meeting the Committee decided to invest
in BCPPs Multi Asset Credit (MAC) fund, subject to further due
diligence being satisfactorily completed. The decision was
made at a time when PIMCO had been appointed as the core
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manager of the MAC fund, but the managers of the satellite
sleeves were still to be appointed.
In the interim the Fund had transferred money into PIMCO’s
Diversified Income Fund, with a view to the money being
invested with Border to Coast in due course, with the investment
worth £198 million, 4.4% of the total value of the Fund. As the
launch of the MAC fund was still some way off, this has been a
useful option to help with de-risking out of equities.
Aon had been commissioned to do a final piece of due diligence,
which was appended to this report as a confidential appendix.
Members noted the content of the appendix, and the discussion
of that did not warrant a separate, confidential minute. Aon’s
conclusion was that there were no major concerns to going
ahead with investing in Border to Coast’s MAC fund.
Members were asked to give delegated authority to the
Treasurer in consultation with the Chair of the Committee to
make the final decision for the assets to be transferred to ensure
that a decision could be made immediately prior to the transfer,
based on a final assessment being made at the time assets
were to be transitioned, which is unlikely to coincide with a
Committee meeting. Should any issues come to light in the
interim they would be raised at intervening meetings.
.
Equity Protection
At the November 2020 Meeting Members decided to allow the
equity protection in place to January 2021 to come to an end,
rather than be renewed. A decision on the July 2021 tranche
of protection would be made at a subsequent meeting.
Following the expiry of the first tranche of protection, the
collateral requirements were reassessed to ensure that a
sufficient level would be retained for the remaining equity
protection. £45 million of collateral, in the form of gilts and
index linked gilts was available for redeployment to the Fund’s
other managers. The intention was to move the assets to be
actively managed by one of the other managers of the Fund,
once the Investment Strategy Review had been completed. It
was considered appropriate that these be moved to the
BCCP Corporate Bond Fund, in line with the new Strategy.

A Member highlighted the issue of losses made by having
equity protection in place during the previous quarter, noting
that should this have been invested with M and G, part of the
collateral to be utilised to fund the Corporate Bond investment,
this would have gained value, substantially. He raised
concerns regarding the continuance of any equity protection.
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In response it was reiterated that the protection had been held
as an insurance against falls in equities, however, as they had
risen extensively over the quarter, the protection was not
utilised and, therefore, did not produce any gains. Should
equities fall in the next quarter then this position would be
reversed. It was noted that there would be further
consideration of the remaining equity protection at a
subsequent meeting.
Members discussed this issues raised and concurred with the
conclusion that the funds highlighted be moved to the BCCP
Corporate Bond Fund.
Currency Hedging

In September 2020 currency hedging was implemented
through Legal and General and was set up in the same
investment vehicle which houses the equity protection
arrangement. This was intended as a temporary measure to
help manage the risk to Sterling of a hard Brexit, as well as the
risk that the UK economy struggled to recover over the
medium term. Details of the various trigger points and levels
for currency hedging were set out in the report.
The Government had been able to negotiate a Brexit deal with
the EU and as currency hedging was intended to be a short
term tactical response to specific circumstances, its
appropriateness would be periodically reviewed, with the
intention of removing it, if it was considered that the reasons to
maintain it were no longer strong enough.
There would be a further opportunity to review currency
hedging, at the next meeting of the Committee.
Resolved:(i)

That the asset allocations of the new investment strategy of the Fund
be designated as follows:Equities – 50%
Infrastructure – 10%
Property – 7.5%
Private Credit – 5%
Multi Asset Credit – 5%
Corporate Bonds – 7.5%
Gilts – 15%

(ii)

That a commitment to invest in BCPPs private credit and
infrastructure programmes be confirmed, and further consideration be
given to the nature and level of the investments following enhanced
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discussions with BCPPs relative investment teams, based on the
allocations to these investment classes in the investment strategy.

210.

(iii)

That delegated authority be given to the Treasurer, in consultation
with the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Committee to make
the final decision on investing in Border to Coast’s Multi Asset Credit
fund.

(iv)

That the funding released from the equity protection allowed to lapse
in January 2021 be invested into BCPPs Corporate Bond Fund.

(v)

That the current position on currency hedging be noted and a further
report be brought to the next meeting of the Committee.

Such other business as, in the opinion of the Chairman should, by reason of
special circumstances, be considered as a matter of urgency
A Member raised concerns regarding proposed salary rises for Executive positions at
BCPP. He considered this to be inappropriate considering the current economic
circumstances and the proposal for a wage freeze in the public sector. Members
echoed the concerns expressed. It was stated that the issue would be raised at the
next meeting of BCPPs JCC.
The meeting concluded at 12.25pm.
SML
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Agenda Item 6
North Yorkshire County Council
Pension Fund Committee
4 June 2021
Death Benefit – Mrs E
1.0 Purpose of the Report
To provide Members with information relating to the death of Mrs E on 1 January 2021 in order
that a decision can be made as to the beneficiary of the death grant now payable.
It is an administering authority discretion under the regulations to decide to whom death grants
are paid. The following wording is taken from the ‘Administering Authority Discretions for
NYCC’ document:
“In assessing who should receive any death grant, the administering authority will make
reasonable efforts to identify potential beneficiaries and to gather relevant information.
Potential beneficiaries can be a member's nominees, personal representatives, relatives or
dependants.
The administering authority will take into account all information that it receives in making a
decision, but most importance will be attached to the member's nomination where one exists.
The administering authority will however not always follow the nomination. In particular (but
without limitation), the administering authority may decide to award the death grant to
someone else where the member's circumstances have materially changed after the
nomination was made, or where there are other factors which (in the view of the administering
authority) indicate that this would not be appropriate.
Where necessary, cases will be referred to the Pension Fund Committee for a decision.”
It is standard practice for the NYPF to pay death benefits in accordance with the Nomination
Form completed by the member however, we believe there are other material factors which
indicate that this may not be appropriate.
2.0 Background












Mrs E was a deferred member of the NYPF and died on 1 January 2021.
We received notification of the death via Tell Us Once on 9 January 2021.
The member nominated her sister on 28 to receive 100% of the death grant. The date
of the nomination was 28 October 2008.
The member was married at the time of their death. The date of marriage was 29 March
2018.
The member did not update her nomination following her marriage.
We have completed Family Information Forms from the husband, father and sister
which are attached at Appendices 1, 2 & 3.
It appears the husband was living at a different address at the time of death.
There are no children.
There is no Will.
There is a death grant payable of approximately £67,600
The father has paid the funeral expenses and states he will be reimbursed from the
Estate.
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3.0 Action
3.1. Members are asked to confirm to whom the death grant should be paid. This could be
a single or multiple beneficiaries or to the Estate.
Gary Fielding
Treasurer of North Yorkshire Pension Fund
NYCC
County Hall
Northallerton
26 May 2021
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Agenda Item 7
North Yorkshire County Council
Pension Fund Committee
4 June 2021
Administration Report
Report of the Treasurer
1.

Purpose of the Report

1.1. To provide Members with information relating to the administration of the Fund in the quarter and
to provide an update on key issues and initiatives which impact the administration team.
2.

Admission Agreements & New Academies

2.1. The latest position relating to admission agreements and academy conversions is shown in
Appendix 1.
3.

Administration

3.1. Membership Statistics
Membership Category
Active
Deferred
Pensioner
(incl spouse & dependant members)
Total

At 31/12/2020
+/- Change (%) At 31/03/2021
34,041
-1.18%
38,880
-0.11%
25,127
+1.16%
98,048

33,640
38,836
25,419
97,895

3.2. Throughput Statistics

Period from 1 January 2021 to 31 March 2021

Case type
Transfer In quotes
Transfer Out quotes
Employer estimates
Employee estimates
Retirement quotes
Preserved benefits
Death in payment or in service
Refunds
Actual retirement procedure
Interfund transfers
Aggregate member records
Process GMP
Others
Total Cases


Cases
Cases
Outstanding
Cases
Outstanding at
at Start
New Cases Closed
End
5
34
30
9
7
111
90
28
13
55
50
18
27
156
146
37
41
529
513
57
102
236
231
107
30
61
52
39
35
279
287
27
502
878
883
497
97
268
158
207
249
385
423
211
1
1
0
2
244
262
292
214
1,353
3,255
3,155
1,453

Alongside the above cases, the Pensions team also handled 2,866 phone calls (average
45 per day) and 5,867 emails received via the Pensions Inbox (average 93 per day) in the
quarter to 31 March 2021.
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3.3. Performance Statistics

The performance figures for the period 1 January 2021 to 31 March 2021 are as follows:
Performance Indicator
Measured work completed within target

Target in period
98%

Achieved
91%

Customers surveyed ranking service good or excellent

94%

93%

Increase numbers of registered self-service users by 700
per quarter (total registered users 30,642)

700

1,174




Both our output and work completed within target continue to be impacted by the
requirement for resource to be focussed on our major projects.
We continue to prioritise the payment of member benefits.

3.4. Commendations and Complaints

This quarter the following commendations and complaints were received:
Commendations
Date Number Summary
Jan
1
I have received exceptional service
Feb
1
First class
Mar
1
I would just like to express my gratitude for your extreme patience
Complaints
Date Number
Jan
0
Feb
1
Mar
0


Summary
IHER - Complaint about tier awarded

The complaint categories are:
a)
b)
c)

Admin - these can relate to errors in calculations, delays in processing and making
payment of benefits.
Regs - these relate to a complaint where regulations prevent the member being able
to do what they want to.
IHER - these are where members have been declined for early retirement on the
grounds of ill health and are appealing the decision through the Internal Disputes
Resolution Procedure.

Lessons Learned
Having reviewed the complaints received in the period there were no patterns identified requiring
further attention.
3.5. Annual Benefit Statements 2021
Preparations have been made for the 2021 year end and emails providing instructions have been
issued to all employers. We issued an initial email in January then followed up with reminders in
February and March.
The statement templates have been updated for the new year and the content reviewed and
refreshed as required.
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4.

Issues and Initiatives

4.1.

GMP and Pensioner Data Reconciliation
All data files were received from ITM on 30 November however, we were unable to correct the
existing data by 21 December which was the day the pensioner data cut was taken for the payroll
project. Our project plan was therefore amended and corrections to pensions in payment were
made in the April 2021 payment. These were as follows:519 pensioners who have been overpaid - pensions have been reduced to the correct amount
(where the change is more than £5 per annum). No overpayment arrears have been collected.
Circa 600 pensioners who have been underpaid - pensions have been increased to the correct
amount and arrears have been paid.
Final figures will be provided once all the checking and correction work has been completed and
a final position is known. There are approximately 2000 cases still to check.

4.2.

Breaches Policy & Log
The North Yorkshire Pension Fund’s Breaches Log is included at Appendix 2 for review. There
is one new entry relating to the accidental disclosure of personal data for one member to another.

4.3.

Administration System Project
The delivery stage of this project and its various work streams is progressing well.
 76 employers have been on-boarded to date with 16 being larger employers submitting
via an upload file and 60 submitting via the online return facility.
 We continue to have discussions with our two largest employers assisting them in
preparing for the required file upload.
 Two parallel pensioner payroll runs were successfully completed in January and February.
This enabled us to switch completely to the new interim solution for the March pensioner
payments.
 All pensioners are now being paid from the new interim solution.
 The interim solution will be merged with our Live database at the start of July when the
payroll will become fully integrated with the administration system.
 The data reconciliation work is nearing completion with the first tranche of under and over
paid pensioners contacted and adjustments to pensions made. The final tranche will be
worked on following the merge in July when there is less pressure on resource.
 Website development is progressing well albeit slowly at this stage as we ensure we have
fully captured all the requirements before development starts.
There was a problem identified with the pensioner payment made on 31 March for building society
account holders due to the building society roll number being missed when the data was imported
from the previous payroll system. This affected 805 pensioners.
We understood the payments would be returned to us so we arranged to have replacement
payments credited that day to all the members identified. It has since transpired the majority of
the original payments have been credited to account holders and pensioners have now been paid
twice.
We are in the process of recovering the overpayment and have offered pensioners the option of
paying immediately via card payment or bank transfer or having us deduct it from the May pension
payment. A lessons learned log has been completed for future projects to ensure this issue isn’t
repeated.
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4.4.
4.4.1

Other Key Projects
McCloud
When the Government reformed public service pension schemes in 2014 and 2015 they
introduced protections for older members. In December 2018, the Court of Appeal ruled that
younger members of the Judges' and Firefighters' Pension schemes have been discriminated
against because the protections do not apply to them. The Government has confirmed that there
will be changes to all main public sector schemes, including the LGPS, to remove this age
discrimination. We have held initial discussions with Aquila Heywood to undertake this project
for us and are in the process of drawing up a statement of works with them to enable the project
to commence.

5.

Outstanding Death Grant Case
Following the previous Committee meeting both parties were contacted to obtain further
information regarding the life insurance policy. That information is still outstanding and therefore
there is nothing further to consider at this time.

6.

Member Training

6.1.

The Member Training Record showing the training undertaken to May 2021 is attached as
Appendix 3.

6.2.

Responses to the CIPFA Skills Matrix are being collated and it is anticipated the results of the
assessment will be brought to a forthcoming meeting following delays due to competing
priorities. It is now proposed that this will be considered alongside the Fund’s business plan and
budget.

6.3

Following the success of the “Introduction to the LGPS” in-house training session held on 25th
January 2021, consideration is being given to the possibility of arranging subsequent sessions
for Members on individual issues pertinent to the operation of the Fund. Members will be invited
to provide their input in respect of potential subjects for training sessions.

6.4

Upcoming courses, seminars and conferences available to Members are set out in the schedule
attached as Appendix 4. Please contact Kirsty Howes (01609 533298 or email
kirsty.howes@northyorks.gov.uk) for further information or to reserve a place on an event.
Events are limited currently due to the pandemic.

7.

Meeting Timetable

7.1.

The latest timetable for forthcoming meetings of the Committee and Investment Manager
meetings is attached as Appendix 5. Meetings will continue to be undertaken virtually until
further notice.

8.

Recommendations

8.1.

Members to note the contents of the report.

8.2.

Members to note the contents of the Breaches Log and determine whether the breaches should
be reported to the Pensions Regulator.

Gary Fielding
Treasurer of North Yorkshire Pension Fund
NYCC
County Hall
Northallerton
26 May 2021
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APPENDIX 1

Academy Conversions – 12 ‘in progress’
Name of School

Target
Conversion Date

Current Position

Bishop Konstant Catholic Academy Trust

1.3.2021

Complete

Holy Family Catholic High, Carlton

NYCC

Bishop Konstant Catholic Academy Trust

1.3.2021

Complete

St Robert’s Catholic Primary
School, Harrogate
Alne Primary School

NYCC

Bishop Wheeler Catholic Academy Trust

1.3.2021

Complete

NYCC

Outwood Grange Academies Trust

1.4.2021

Complete

Lady Lumley’s School

NYCC

Scalby Learning Trust

1.5.2021

Complete

Skipton Parish CoE School

NYCC

Yorkshire Causeway Schools Trust

1.6.2021

In progress. Delayed from 1.2.2020

Forest Moor School

NYCC

Wellspring Academy Trust

1.6.2021

In progress

Danesgate Community School

COYC

South York Multi Academy Trust

Delayed from 1.9.2018

St John Fisher Catholic High
School, Harrogate

NYCC

Possibly with Bishop Wheeler Catholic
Academy Trust

Earliest date will
be October 2021
1.11.2021

Barkston Ash RC Primary School

NYCC

Possibly with Bishop Wheeler Catholic
Academy Trust

TBC

Delayed from 1.9.2020.

St Joseph’s Catholic Primary
School, Tadcaster

NYCC

Possibly with Bishop Wheeler Catholic
Academy Trust

TBC

Delayed from 1.9.2020.

St Wilfrid’s Catholic Primary
School, Ripon

NYCC

Possibly with Bishop Wheeler Catholic
Academy Trust

TBC

Delayed from 1.9.2020

All Saints, York

COYC

St Margaret Clitherow Academy Trust

Not known

Delayed from 1.9.2019

Naburn CoE Primary School

COYC

South York Multi Academy Trust

Not known

Delayed from 1.10.2018

Lord Deramore’s Primary School

COYC

South York Multi Academy Trust

Not known

Delayed from 1.11.2018
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Multi Academy Trust (MAT) Name

St Mary’s Catholic Primary, Selby

Local
Education
Authority
NYCC

OFFICIAL

Delayed from 1.9.2020. Will be progressed nearer the
time

Name of School

Multi Academy Trust (MAT) Name

Conversion Date

Current Position

Elvington CoE Primary School

Local
Education
Authority
COYC

South York Multi Academy Trust

Not known

Fishergate Primary School

COYC

South York Multi Academy Trust

Not known

Actuarial calculations provided based on conversion
date of 1.7.18. Conversion delayed, new date not yet
known
Delayed from 1.12.2018
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Admission Bodies –18 ‘in progress’
Name of Employer

Name of Contractor

Current Position

Urbaser Ltd

Staff Transfer
Date
1.3.2021

Selby District Council
Environmental Services contract
City of York Council
Haxby Hall Care Home

Yorkare (Haxby) Limited

31.3.2021

Complete

St Margaret Clitherow Catholic Academy Trust
Our Lady Queen of Martyrs RC Primary School

Lark Cleaning Services Ltd
(trading as Betterclean
Services)
Lark Cleaning Services Ltd
(trading as Betterclean
Services)
Lark Cleaning Services Ltd
(trading as Betterclean
Services)
Lark Cleaning Services Ltd
(trading as Betterclean
Services)
Lark Cleaning Services Ltd
(trading as Betterclean
Services)
Absolutely Catering Limited

1.4.2021

Complete

1.4.2021

Complete

1.4.2021

Complete

1.4.2021

Complete

1.4.2021

Complete

1.9.2020

In progress

STAR MAT
All schools in the Trust

Bulloughs Cleaning Services
Ltd

1.4.2021

In progress

Harrogate Borough Council
Security Contract at Harrogate Convention Centre

4 Site Security Services Ltd

1.6.2021

In progress

NYCC
New Teckal company created to deliver the operational
highway maintenance service

NY Highways Ltd

1.6.2021

In progress

St Margaret Clitherow Catholic Academy Trust
Catering contract for schools in the trust

Contractor not yet appointed 21.7.2021 &
31.8.2021

NYCC
Easingwold Primary School
NYCC
Whitley and Eggborough Community Primary School
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NYCC
Risedale Sports and Community College
NYCC
Sherriff Hutton Primary School
NYCC
Ripon Grammar School
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Complete

In progress

Name of Employer

Name of Contractor

City of York Council
Cleaning contract at two schools

Contractor not yet appointed 27.7.2021

In progress

City of York Council
Retender of catering contracts at 9 schools

Contractors not yet
appointed

Delayed from July 2020 due to Covid-19

David Ross Education Trust
Thomas Hinderwell Primary Academy (cleaning contract)

Contractor not yet appointed Summer 2021

In progress

Askham Bryan College
Cleaning contract

Contractor not yet appointed 1.8.2021

Will be progressed nearer the time

Harrogate Borough Council
Sports and Leisure Service
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Transferring to a local
authority trading company

1.8.2021

In progress

Ebor Academy Trust
Haxby Road Primary Academy (catering contract)

Contractor not yet appointed 1.9.2021

In progress

NYCC
Easingwold Primary School – catering contract

Contractor not yet appointed 1.9.2021

Will be progressed nearer the time

NYCC
Moorside Primary School and Nursery – catering contract

Contractor not yet appointed 1.9.2021

Will be progressed nearer the time

NYCC
Gillamoor CoE VC Primary School – catering contract

Contractor not yet appointed 1.9.2021

Will be progressed nearer the time

NYCC
Hunton and Arrathorne Primary School – catering contract

Contractor not yet appointed 1.9.2021

Will be progressed nearer the time

NYCC
Masham Church of England Primary School – catering contract

Contractor not yet appointed 1.9.2021

Will be progressed nearer the time

NYCC
Colburn Community Primary School – catering contract

Contractor not yet appointed 1.9.2021

Will be progressed nearer the time
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Staff Transfer
Date

July 2021

Current Position

Name of Employer

Name of Contractor

Hope Learning Trust
Catering contracts at:Baldersby St James CoE Primary Academy
Burton Green Primary School
Forest of Galtres Anglican Methodist Primary School
Poppleton Ousebank Primary Academy
Skelton Primary School

Contractor not yet appointed 1.1.2022
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Staff Transfer
Date

Current Position
Delayed from July 2020 due to Covid-19

Exited Employers – 18
Name of Employer

Date exited the Fund

OCS Group UK Limited

31.3.2017

Superclean Services Limited

16.7.2017

Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust

31.12.2017

York Arts Education (Community Interest Company)

31.3.2018

Hutchison Catering Limited (contract at Canon Lee School)

19.7.2018

Be Independent

31.7.2018
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Housing & Care 21

31.8.2018

Consultant Cleaners

31.10.2018 (voluntary liquidation)

The Wilberforce Trust

22.3.2019

Dolce Limited

14.4.2019

Schools Plus

30.4.2019

Sewells Facilities Management Limited

21.12.2020

Sheffield International Venues

31.1.2021

Caterservice Ltd

12.2.2021
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Name of Employer

Date exited the Fund

Enterprise Managed Services Ltd (Amey)

28.2.2021

Taylor Shaw Limited

12.2.2021

RCCN Limited

31.3.2021

Streamline Taxis Limited

28.5.2021
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Regulation being
breached
Reg 89 of LGPS
Regs 2013

Description of Breach
Date
Category
31/08/2017 Administration Statutory deadline for issuing of Annual
Benefit Statements not met for all eligible
members

Cause of Breach
Large backlog meant we were unable
to establish which category members
should fall into at statement date.
Year End queries still outstanding at
issue date.

08/11/2017 Administration Statutory deadline for issuing Personal
Savings Statements not met for all members

Human error

18/12/2017 Administration Incorrectly paid trivial commutation to a
member who has benefits with another fund
and had not commuted those benefits

Human error

31/08/2018 Administration Statutory deadline for issuing of Annual
Benefit Statements not met for all eligible
members

Year End queries still outstanding at
issue date.

31/08/2019 Administration Statutory deadline for issuing of Annual
Benefit Statements not met for all eligible
members

Year End queries still outstanding at
Reg 89 of LGPS
issue date.
Regs 2013
Clarification on members not worked in
year still outstanding at issue date.
Manual calculation of Annual
Allowance figures still outstanding at
issue date.

Reported to
DPO
DPO
outcome

Referred Referred
Outcome of Referral
to PFC
to PB
to PFC & PB
14/09/2017 19/01/2018 Noted the position, no
requirement to report.
Creation of Breaches Log to
record position.

Reported
to
Regulator
N

Response to Breach
Large backlog means we do not yet know actual
total eligible for a statement.
Continue to reduce the backlog with targetted
initiatives. Target is to have a controlled work
throughput by end 2018.
Continue to work through errors & queries &
issue ABS' when able to.
Introduce monthly returns for our 2 largest
employers by end of 2018 so that errors can be
identifed in real time rather than at year end.

2 members received statements after the
6/10/2017 deadline.
192 manual calculations undertaken and 56
statements issued.
3.5% of members affected
Member received benefits he wasn't
entitled to. No other member affected.
Payment is an unauthorised payment &
must be reported to HMRC, resulting in tax
liability at 55% for the member & additional
tax for the scheme.
86.52% of Active members received a
statement = 13.48% did not
99.76% of Deferred members received a
statement = 0.24% did not

Statements issued immediately.
Process under review by team leader.
Checklist created and process will be audited in
2018 to ensure checklist being used and process
being robustly followed
As soon as realised payment was unauthorised,
informed member and reported to HMRC.
Awaiting confirmation of scheme tax liability.

22/02/2018 19/01/2018 PB - Noted the position, no
requirement to report.
PFC - Noted the position, no
requirement to report.

N

22/02/2018 19/01/2018 PB - Noted the position, no
requirement to report.
PFC - Noted the position, no
requirement to report.

NReported to
HMRC

Backlog has been reduced so in a better position
regarding correct eligibility for statements.
Significant year end queries (2,399) have
impacted statement production. Ers being
chased for response.
Continue to work through errors & queries &
issue ABS' when able to.
Viability of monthly returns being investigated

22/11/2018 11/10/2018 PB - noted the position, agreed
not to report this time but will in
2019.
PFC - noted position, agreed
not to report this time.

N

100% of Deferred members received a
statement.
95.69% of Active members received a
statement. (1,342 members did not)

Analysis of the 1,342 unissued statements
undertaken to identify and isolate reasons. Each
group being worked through to identify what is
required to enable statement to be produced.
Number reduced to 329 as at 9 October, work
will continue until end of year to further reduce
number unissued. Final position: 329 unissued

22/11/2019 03/10/2019 PB - discussed position, noted
improvement from 2018,
requested further analysis by
employer to identify whether an
issue exists at individual
employer level.
Following provision of above
information both PFC & PB
agreed not to report this time.

N

09/04/2020 Administration A member's leaver statement was incorrectly Due to Covid 19 printing and posting
Data Protection Act
sent to the wrong member.
process had to be changed whereby 1 2018
person was responsible for printing for
the whole team. Human error.

Accidental disclosure of personal data for 1
member to another. It is highly unlikely that
the receipient knows the person whose
information was disclosed.

Due to Covid 19 printing and posting
Data Protection Act
process had to be changed whereby 1 2018
person was responsible for printing for
the whole team. Human error.

Accidental disclosure of personal data for 1
member to another. It is highly unlikely that
the receipient knows the person whose
information was disclosed.

15/05/2020 Administration A member's letter was incorrectly sent to the
wrong member along with their own letter.

Due to Covid 19 printing and posting
Data Protection Act
process had to be changed whereby 1 2018
person was responsible for printing for
the whole team. Human error.

Accidental disclosure of personal data for 1
member to another. It is highly unlikely that
the receipient knows the person whose
information was disclosed.

15/05/2020 Administration A member's calculation print was incorrectly
sent to the wrong member.

Due to Covid 19 printing and posting
Data Protection Act
process had to be changed whereby 1 2018
person was responsible for printing for
the whole team. Human error.

Accidental disclosure of personal data for 1
member to another. It is highly unlikely that
the receipient knows the person whose
information was disclosed.

26/05/2020 Administration A pensioner received a payslip which
belonged to another pensioner.

Due to Covid 19 printing and posting
Data Protection Act
process had to be changed whereby 1 2018
person was responsible for printing for
the whole team. Human error.

Accidental disclosure of personal data for 1
member to another. It is highly unlikely that
the receipient knows the person whose
information was disclosed.

27/05/2020 Administration A member received a letter meant for a
solicitor dealing with the death of another
member.

Due to Covid 19 printing and posting
Data Protection Act
process had to be changed whereby 1 2018
person was responsible for printing for
the whole team. Human error.

Accidental disclosure of personal data for 1
member to another. It is highly unlikely that
the receipient knows the person whose
information was disclosed.

11/09/2020 09/07/2020 PB - July meeting, noted
position, agreed not to report.
PFC - September meeting,
noted position, agreed not to
report.
11/09/2020 09/07/2020 PB - July meeting, noted
position, agreed not to report.
PFC - September meeting,
noted position, agreed not to
report.
11/09/2020 09/07/2020 PB - July meeting, noted
position, agreed not to report.
PFC - September meeting,
noted position, agreed not to
report.
11/09/2020 09/07/2020 PB - July meeting, noted
position, agreed not to report.
PFC - September meeting,
noted position, agreed not to
report.
11/09/2020 09/07/2020 PB - July meeting, noted
position, agreed not to report.
PFC - September meeting,
noted position, agreed not to
report.
11/09/2020 09/07/2020 PB - July meeting, noted
position, agreed not to report.
PFC - September meeting,
noted position, agreed not to
report.
27/11/2020 29/10/2020 PB - Oct meeting, noted
position, agreed not to report.
PFC - Nove meeting, noted
position, agreed not to report.

N

11/05/2020 Administration A member's retirement statement was
incorrectly sent to the wrong member.

Recipient was asked to either destroy or return
the information.Process and working practice
was reviewed and changes put in place.
Instructions issued to the staff responsible for
printing and posting.
Recipient was asked to either destroy or return
the information.Process and working practice
was reviewed and changes put in place.
Instructions issued to the staff responsible for
printing and posting.
Recipient was asked to either destroy or return
the information.Process and working practice
was reviewed and changes put in place.
Instructions issued to the staff responsible for
printing and posting.
Recipient was asked to either destroy or return
the information.Process and working practice
was reviewed and changes put in place.
Instructions issued to the staff responsible for
printing and posting.
Recipient was asked to either destroy or return
the information.Process and working practice
was reviewed and changes put in place.
Instructions issued to the staff responsible for
printing and posting.
Recipient was asked to either destroy or return
the information.Process and working practice
was reviewed and changes put in place.
Instructions issued to the staff responsible for
printing and posting.
Analysis of the 1,784 unissued statements
undertaken to identify and isolate reasons. Each
group being worked through to identify what is
required to enable statement to be produced.
Number reduced to 274 as at 20 October, work
will continue until end of year to further reduce
number unissued.
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Effect of Breach & Wider Implications
85.88% of Active members received a
statement = 14.12% did not
94.51% of Deferred members received a
statement = 5.49% did not

31/08/2020 Administration Statutory deadline for issuing of Annual
Benefit Statements not met for all eligible
members

Year End queries still outstanding at
issue date.
Manual calculation of Annual
Allowance figures still outstanding at
issue date.
Issues with data quality, suppressed
statements until data corrected and
accurate statments can be issued.
30/11/2020 Administration A member contacted us to advise she had
Employer submitted starter file and the
received the starter pack for another member data has been mixed up for a number
but with her address on it. The member also of members, address 26 records, date
advised there were 2 other members
of birth 11 records, payroll no 21
affected.
records, date joined 8 records and
school name 18 wrong

05/10/2020 Administration Failure to issue 3 members with annual
Pension Saving Statements (PSS) in the
relevant years. One member was missing a
PSS for the 18/19 year, one was missing a
PSS for 16/17 and one was missing a PSS
for 16/17, 17/18, 18/19 & 19/20.

Reg 89 of LGPS
Regs 2013

N

N

N

N

Reg 89 of LGPS
Regs 2013

100% of Deferred members received a
statement.
94.21% of Active members received a
statement. (1,784 members did not)

Data Protection Act
2018

Accidental disclosure of personal data for a
number of members to another member. It
is highly likely that the receipient knows the
person whose information was disclosed.
The 3 original members had discussed it.

Reported to Veritau. They assessed it as Low risk
level and did not need to be reported to the ICO.
Data sent back to employer to provide corrected
information. Employer advised we have reported
the data breach and we've asked for clarification
of what process changes they have made to
prevent it recurring.
Replacement starter packs issued with correct
details on and covering letter advising reason for
disclosure and contact details for employer.

05/03/2021 14/01/2021 PB - Recognised the issue was
an employer one rather than a
Fund one.
PFC - Recommended no report
required

N

When the member receives a PSS they
have to declare the tax liability to HMRC via
an annual tax return. They can elect to
either pay the tax charge via a Scheme
Pays option or directly to HMRC. Because
the PSS haven't been issued members are
now late submitting to HMRC.

We have issued the relevant PSS to all 3
members and have had discussions with them
regarding the actions they now need to take.

05/03/2021 14/01/2021 PB - Require further
information on mitigating
actions taken to prevent
recurrance before reaching a
decision about reporting to tPR.
Confirmed by email 01/03/2021
no need to report to tPR.
PFC - Recommended no report
required

N

There are two main causes as follows: Finance Act 2004
missing data and staff not realising a
statement should have been issued
when the record was recalculated.

We are aware of members who have
ignored the information we have sent for a
number of years, when they do contact
HMRC they are advised to just pay what is
due. There appear to be no penalties
applied.

05/02/2021 Administration A member contacted us to advise she had
received a transfer letter addressed to
another member enclosed with her own
letter.

N

Member of staff on post duty that day Data Protection Act
did not follow the agreed process put in 2018
place to prevent breaches from
happening.

We have struggled to establish how to report the
breach to HMRC but will resubmit the annual
HMRC returns for the relevant years. We will
then respond to HMRC accordingly.
We have reviewed our internal processes and
are taking steps to educate the wider team and
address some of the issues at source rather than
waiting until year end.

Because we haven't advised members at
the correct time they have been unable to
take action to mitigate the impact in
subsequent years. Members in this position
often switch to the 50/50 section to reduce
their pension accrual.

A targetted working group will be established in
the summer to address the backlog of changes
we get each year. This will involve training a
small number of staff on the whole Annual
Allowance process, what it is, why it's important,
teh impact on affected members and how to
update and maintain records correctly.

A penalty of up to £300 for failure to
provide the required information on time
may be levied on NYPF when we resubmit
our annual returns for the relevant years.

This taskforce will take responsibility for updating
member records. Once knowledge is established
and embedded further staff will be trained until
the whole team knows what is expected.

Accidental disclosure of personal data for 1
member to another. It is highly unlikely that
the receipient knows the person whose
information was disclosed.

Recipient was asked to destroy the information.
Process and working practice was reviewed to
ensure it remained relevant.
Staff were reminded of the correct process.
Individual member of staff was spoken to
personally to stress importance of following the
correct process.

05/02/2021

Score of 04/06/2021 08/04/2021 PB - April meeting, noted
4 - low
position, agreed not to report.
no further
PFC action

#
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N

APPENDIX 2

13-15 May 2019
24 May 2019
20 June 2019
4 July 2019
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9 –10 October 2019
10-11 October 2019
21 November 2019
20 February 2020
11-13 March 2020
21 May 2020
2 July 2020
10 September 2020
2 October 2020
12 October 2020
26 November 2020
28 January 2021

PLSA Conference
Investment Strategy
Workshop
Investment Strategy
Workshop
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C. Vassie

*I Cuthbertson

*C Steward

*I Gillies

D. Mackay

C Lunn

A Thompson

A Solloway

M Chambers

Portlock D

Clark J

Weighell J




Unison
(Vacancy)

25 April 2019

LGPS Members
Spring Seminar Leeds
Investment Strategy
Workshop- Leeds
PLSA Local Authority
Conference,
Cotswolds
Manager workshop
Global Equity
workshop
MAC Workshop
Baillie Gifford
Conference
BCPP Conference
Investment Strategy
Workshop
Investment Strategy
Workshop
PLSA Investments
Conference,
Edinburgh
Investment Strategy
Workshop
Investment Strategy
Workshop
Investment Strategy
Workshop
BCPP Conference

Unison
(Vacancy)

25 February 2019

Title or Nature of
Course

Swiers H

Date

Mulligan P

Appendix 3



















Unison
(Vacancy)

Unison
(Vacancy)



























  





















































































Portlock D

*City Of York Council Members – Ian Gillies/Chris Steward (Sub) - May 2017 to May 2019 /
Ian Cuthbertson – May 2019 – May 2020 / Christian Vassie – May 2020 - present
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C. Vassie

  

*C Steward



*I Gillies

C Lunn



D. Mackay

A Thompson



M Chambers

A Solloway

18-19 May 2021

Clark J

13 May 2021

Weighell J

4 March 2021

Investment Strategy
Workshop
Investment Strategy
Workshop
Investment Strategy
Workshop
PLSA Local Authority
Conference

Swiers H

12 February 2021

Title or Nature of
Course

Mulligan P

Date

*I Cuthbertson

Appendix 3

APPENDIX 4
UPCOMING TRAINING AVAILABLE TO MEMBERS
Course /
Provider
Conference
Title
PLSA
ESG
CONFERENCE

Date(s)

Location

30 JUNE 2 JULY
2021

ONLINE

Themes / Subjects Covered
An online three day programme - with a dynamic mix of
keynote speeches, educational sessions, topic deep dives,
and quick-fire updates, built around key themes and hot
topics - will cover every angle of ESG. It's dedicated
exclusively to the pensions sector.
Registration open now
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PLSA

ANNUAL
12-14
CONFERENCE OCTOBER
2021
2021

ONLINE

An online three day programme - covers the economic,
political and social environment, current practical and
technical challenges for pension funds, and key trends of
the future for our industry.
Registration open now

OFFICIAL

APPENDIX 5

PENSION FUND COMMITTEE TIMETABLE FOR MEETINGS IN 2021/22

Meeting Date

Time & Venue

Event

Page 60

3 June 2021

10am, TBC

Pension Fund Workshop

4 June 2021

10am, TBC

Pension Fund Committee

1 July 2021

10am, TBC

Pension Fund Workshop

2 July 2021

10am, TBC

Pension Fund Committee

9 September 2021

10am, TBC

Pension Fund Workshop

10 September 2021

10am, TBC

Pension Fund Committee

25 November 2021

10am, TBC

Pension Fund Workshop

26 November 2021

10am, TBC

Pension Fund Committee

3 March 2022

10am, TBC

Pension Fund Workshop

4 March 2022

10am, TBC

Pension Fund Committee

OFFICIAL

Fund Managers
Representative of BCPP
Fund Manager TBC

Representative of BCPP
Fund Manager TBC

Representative of BCPP
Fund Manager TBC

Representative of BCPP
Fund Manager TBC

Representative of BCPP
Fund Manager TBC

Agenda Item 8

By virtue of paragraph(s) 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A
of the Local Government Act 1972.

Document is Restricted
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At a glance…
A high level summary of your investments

At a glance…Q1 2021
Performance (relative – quarterly)

Assets

£4,516m

4

▼

P1

▲

P2

+0.1%

This slide is for building dashboards
using the DashBuilder tiles on Templafy.
Assets decreased by £1.0m over
This 3x3 grid forms the basic layout.

Insert dashboard-style tiles from a big
selection in the DashBuilder folder in
The Fund outperformed the
‘Shapes & Callouts’.

the quarter.

benchmark returning
-0.1% vs -0.2% over the quarter.

Performance (relative - 3 year)

+4.0%

▲

P3

‘Small’ (1x1) tiles are shown and tagged
with their grid position (e.g. P1, P2, etc)
Over 3 years the Fund has
so you can insert them with precision.
outperformed the benchmark
returning 11.1% vs 7.1%.
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Comments

Performance summary

P4
The previews for ‘big’ tiles (e.g. 2x3)
show the insertion positions too. Add
Grey Lines if you don’t want line gaps.

P5
If you change your mind, just insert new
tiles. Or use the Forward Pitch ‘Grid’ to
snap your dashboard tiles around.

27.1

Asset Allocation

P6

sure to cover
all the
grey aboxes
with
NoBe
rebalancing
required,
however
number
of
changes
to asset
allocations
will be
considered
dashboard
tiles.
There are
white
‘Blank’
bytiles
the Committee
in light
of the recently agreed
if you need
them.
investment strategy.

17.0
11.1
7.1

P7
Some tiles,
especially chart ones, will
-0.1
-0.2
need to be Ungrouped (see ‘Arrange’
menu) before Qtr
you can edit the content.

1 Yr
Assets

Source: BNY Mellon, Aon

P8
For charts, click on the (ungrouped)
PPT chart placeholder. Use the ‘Resize
3 YrChart
(p.a.) Control.
for PowerPoint’ button in

Benchmark

P9
Use Chart Control ‘Copy’ and Forward
Pitch “Paste & Replace” to neatly insert
your new chart.
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Asset allocation
A review of your strategic asset allocation

Asset allocation – Q1 2021

6

31 March 2021
Asset Group

Manager

Equities
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Long-term strategy

Difference

59.3%

50.0%

+9.3%

0.0%

+7.4%

7.5%

-1.3%

BCPP UK equity

3.8%

BCPP Global Equity

26.8%

Baillie Gifford LTGG

16.9%

Dodge & Cox

5.8%

Veritas

6.1%

Fidelity

0.1%

Absolute Return

7.4%
Newton Real Return

3.8%

Leadenhall Remote Risk

1.3%

Leadenhall Diversified

1.2%

Leadenhall Nat Cat

1.1%

Property

Source: BNYM, Aon

Current allocation

6.2%
Hermes

0.8%

L&G

1.6%

Threadneedle

3.8%

Asset allocation – Q1 2021 (cont’d)

7

31 March 2021
Asset Group

Manager

Infrastructure
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Long-term strategy

Difference

0.3%

10.0%

-9.7%

5.0%

-2.8%

5.0%

-0.7%

7.5%

-4.9%

15.0%

0.0%

BCPP Infrastructure 1A

0.2%

BCPP Infrastructure 1B

0.1%
2.2%

Private Credit
BCPP Private Credit

0.1%

Arcmont

1.0%

Pemira

1.2%

Non-Investment Grade
Credit

4.3%

PIMCO
Investment Grade Credit

4.3%
2.6%

BCPP Investment Grade Credit
Gilts

Source: BNYM, Aon

Current allocation

2.6%
15.0%

M&G

7.6%

LGIM Equity Protection
(inc collateral)

4.3%

BCPP Index Linked Bonds

3.1%

Asset allocation – Q1 2021 (cont’d)
Asset Group

Source: BNYM, Aon

31 March 2021

Manager

Cash

Total

8

Current allocation

Long-term strategy

Difference

2.7%

0.0%

+2.7%

Internal Cash

0.5%

Treasury Cash

2.2%
100.0%

100.0%
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Fund performance
A review of your investment performance

Total Fund performance – Snapshot

10

Fund performance & benchmark

Quarterly (relative)

P127.1

P2

This slide is for building dashboards
using the DashBuilder tiles on Templafy.
This 3x3 grid forms the basic layout.

Insert dashboard-style tiles from a big
selection in the DashBuilder folder in
17.0
‘Shapes & Callouts’.
11.1
7.1
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-0.1

-0.2
Qtr

1 Yr
Assets
P4

The previews for ‘big’ tiles (e.g. 2x3)
show the insertion
positions too. Add
Relative
performance
Grey Lines if you don’t want line gaps.

▲

‘Small’ (1x1) tiles are shown and tagged
with their grid position (e.g. P1, P2, etc)
The Fund outperformed benchmark
so you can insert them with precision.
returning -0.1% vs -0.2% over the
quarter.

3 year (relative)

3 Yr (p.a.)

P5

Benchmark

+0.1%

P3

If you change your mind, just insert new
tiles. Or use the Forward Pitch ‘Grid’ to
snap your dashboard tiles around.

+4.0%

▲

P6

Be sure to cover all the grey boxes with
dashboard tiles. There are white ‘Blank’
Over 3 years the Fund has
tiles if you need them.
outperformed the benchmark
returning 11.1% vs 7.1%.

10.1

Comments

P7

4.0

Some tiles, especially chart ones, will
need to be Ungrouped
(see ‘Arrange’
0.1
menu) before you can edit the content.
Qtr

For charts, click on the (ungrouped)
PPT chart placeholder. Use the ‘Resize
for PowerPoint’ button in Chart Control.
1 Yr
Relative

Source: BNYM, Aon

P8

3 Yr (p.a.)

P9

Total Fund performance was broadly in-line with
the composite benchmark over the quarter.

Use Chart Control ‘Copy’ and Forward

Total
Fund
performance
is ahead
of the insert
Pitch
“Paste
& Replace”
to neatly
composite
benchmark
over
the
1
and
3 year
your new chart.
periods to 31 March 2021.

Manager performance – Quarter Snapshot
Relative performance

Absolute performance
Dodge & Cox

10.5

P1

BCPP UK Equity

This slide is for building dashboards
BCPP Global Equity
using the DashBuilder tiles on Templafy.
This 3x3 grid
forms the basic layout.
Hermes
2.5

7.5
6.3

Dodge & Cox

P2
BCPP UK Equity

Insert dashboard-style tiles from a big
BCPP Global Equity
selection in the DashBuilder
folder in
‘Shapes & Callouts’.
Hermes

Veritas

2.4

Threadneedle

2.2

Threadneedle

L&G

2.0

L&G

Need bar charts
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BCPP Private Credit

1.7

P4
1.3

Arcmont

The previews for ‘big’ tiles (e.g. 2x3)
1.2
Newton Real Return
show the insertion positions too. Add
Permira
Grey Lines
if you don’t want line gaps.0.8

Leadenhall Remote Risk

0.7

Leadenhall Diversified

0.1

Leadenhall Nat Cat
PIMCO
Baillie Gifford LTGG

-2.5
-3.1

M&G -8.5

Source: BNYM, Managers, Aon

Need bar charts

Veritas

P5
Arcmont

If you change your mind, just insert new
Newton Real Return
tiles. Or use the Forward Pitch ‘Grid’ to
Permira
snap your dashboard tiles around.

2.30

(1.30)
-

(0.20)
0.70

(0.20)

For charts, click
on the (ungrouped)
BCPP Investment Grade Credit
PPT chart placeholder. Use the ‘Resize
BCPP Index
Linked Bonds
for PowerPoint’ button
in Chart
Control.
M&G

P6

Be sure to cover all the grey boxes with
1.20
dashboard tiles. There are white ‘Blank’
(0.70)
tiles
if you need them.
0.70

Leadenhall Diversified

P8
Baillie Gifford LTGG

P3

‘Small’ (1x1) tiles are shown and tagged
2.60
with their grid position
(e.g. P1, P2, etc)
so you can0.30
insert them with precision.

Leadenhall Remote Risk

PIMCO

P7

6.80

BCPP Private Credit

Leadenhall Nat Cat

-1.4

Some tiles, especially chart ones, will
-3.8
need to be Ungrouped (see ‘Arrange’
BCPPmenu)
Index Linked
Bonds you
-8.3can edit the content.
before

BCPP Investment Grade Credit

11

0.10
(1.40)
0.30
(7.00)

P9

Use Chart 0.30
Control ‘Copy’ and Forward
Pitch “Paste & Replace” to neatly insert
0.20
your new chart.
0.50

Manager performance – Longer term
1 Year (%)
Perf

12

3 Years (% p.a.)

B'mark

Rel

Perf

Since inception

B'mark

Rel

Perf

B'mark

Rel

Equity
UK Equity
BCPP UK Equity

43.9

26.7

+17.2

-

-

-

5.5

2.0

+3.5

BCPP Global Equity

48.5

39.6

+8.9

-

-

-

14.3

14.5

-0.2

Baillie Gifford LTGG

84.7

39.6

+45.1

36.4

13.2

+23.2

18.8

9.8

+9.0

Dodge & Cox

53.8

39.6

+14.2

9.7

13.3

-3.6

9.1

11.5

-2.4

Veritas

26.1

39.6

-13.5

14.6

13.3

+1.3

11.7

11.5

+0.2

19.3

0.1

+19.2

7.7

0.5

+7.2

3.9

0.5

+3.4

Leadenhall Remote Risk

4.3

0.0

+4.3

-

-

-

3.1

0.4

+2.7

Leadenhall Diversified

1.7

0.0

+1.7

-

-

-

1.0

0.4

+0.6

Leadenhall Nat Cat

-4.7

0.0

-4.7

-

-

-

-2.4

0.4

-2.8

Hermes

1.1

2.5

-1.4

3.3

2.7

+0.6

7.3

5.3

+2.0

L&G

2.2

2.5

-0.3

1.9

2.4

-0.5

6.4

5.2

+1.2

Threadneedle

1.6

2.5

-0.9

1.9

2.4

-0.5

7.4

5.1

+2.3

Global Equity
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Absolute Return
Diversified Growth
Newton Real Return
Insurance-Linked

Property

Source: BNYM, Managers, Aon

Manager performance – Longer term (cont’d)
1 Year (%)
Perf

13

3 Years (% p.a.)

B'mark

Rel

Perf

Since inception

B'mark

Rel

Perf

B'mark

Rel

Illiquid credit
BCPP Private Credit

-

-

-

--

-

-

-6.3

3.8

-10.1

Arcmont

6.7

6.0

+0.7

7.3

6.0

+1.3

6.8

6.0

+0.8

Permira

4.0

6.0

-2.0

6.3

6.0

+0.3

7.8

6.0

+1.8

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.2

-1.5

+1.7

-

-

-

-

-

-

1.4

0.4

+1.0

1.9

1.5

+0.4

3.9

3.8

+0.1

8.2

7.7

+0.5

-

-

-

-

-

-

-4.0

-6.5

+2.5

27.1

17.0

+10.1

11.1

7.1

+4.0

8.2

7.9

+0.3

Investment grade credit
BCPP Investment Grade Credit
Non-investment grade credit
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PIMCO
Gilts
M&G
BCPP Index Linked Bonds
Total
Source: BNYM, Managers, Aon
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Market outlook and
background
Aon’s views on the market outlook and snapshot of
investment markets and key economic data

Market – Background Q1 2021

15

Page 85
Equities

Bonds

Gilts

Global equities continued to perform well
over the quarter. The MSCI AC World posted
a 6% return in local terms and a 3.7% return
in sterling terms as sterling appreciated in a
relief rally after a Brexit agreement was
finally reached with the European Union at
the end of 2020.
.

UK investment grade credit spreads
continued to contract as credit markets
performed well. However, the return on the
iBoxx Sterling Non-Gilt Index fell by 4.1%
over Q1, driven by rising government bond
yields.

Bond yields rose over the quarter, most
markedly in the US on the back of economic
recovery and inflation expectations fuelled by
the new stimulus package. Meanwhile, the
US Federal Reserve (Fed) continued to
indicate that it would keep interest rates near
zero until at least 2024 while upgrading its
2021 growth forecast to 6.5% from 4.2%.
The European Central Bank (ECB) pledged
to speed up its bond-buying program under
its €1.9tn pandemic emergency purchase
program (PEPP).

Investment Outlook

16

 Vaccine success and large US fiscal expansion have led to a rare event. Bond yields and rates views have moved up
for a change.

 The pandemic’s drag on economic activity now looks to be of shorter duration than many would have expected a year
ago. But its disruption and key ‘new normal’ effects will still leave a lasting legacy.

 The gilt yield jump in Q1 has erased the extreme pessimism in the UK rates market. Large yield moves higher from
here look unlikely.
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 Index-linked gilts look expensive versus fixed, however. The current scarcity of index-linked gilts should ease as
issuance rises. However, any inflation underhedging to take advantage of this needs to be done with care.

 Pension scheme de-risking demand for UK corporate bonds is now an important factor in sustaining low credit spreads
in the sterling market. Low reward for credit risk could remain the status quo on these trends. Global approaches to
credit selection will provide some alleviation.

 The past half year’s comeback in equity market laggards represents a conventional rotation to value, which has been in
line with our views. There should be some more of it later this year.

 The earnings recovery under way is supportive for equities but recovery and reopening is already priced in. More good
news to excite markets is getting harder to find. Equities look reasonable as a ‘hold’ but it is harder to make the case
for putting new money to work.

 UK commercial property appears to have had a pandemic ‘soft landing’ to date but there are some caveats. A global
approach to real estate exposures remains the preferred option.

 Bitcoin is a long way away from being a new digital gold. Its scary volatility, speculative immaturity and competition from
central banks are formidable hurdles to its wider adoption.
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Disclaimer:
This document and any enclosures or attachments are prepared on the understanding that it is solely for the benefit of the addressee(s). Unless we provide
express prior written consent, no part of this document should be reproduced, distributed or communicated to anyone else and, in providing this document, we
do not accept or assume any responsibility for any other purpose or to anyone other than the addressee(s) of this document.
Notwithstanding the level of skill and care used in conducting due diligence into any organisation that is the subject of a rating in this document, it is not always
possible to detect the negligence, fraud, or other misconduct of the organisation being assessed or any weaknesses in that organisation's systems and controls
or operations.
This document and any due diligence conducted is based upon information available to us at the date of this document and takes no account of subsequent
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Agenda Item 10
North Yorkshire County Council
Pension Board
Minutes of the meeting of the Pension Board held on Thursday 8th April 2021 via Microsoft
Teams commencing at 10am.
Present:Members of the Board
David Portlock (Independent Chairman).
Employer Representatives:
Emma Barbery (Askham Bryan College) and Louise Branford-White (Hambleton District
Council)
Scheme Members:
David Houlgate (Unison), Simon Purcell (Unison) and Gordon Gresty
Observer:
David Hawkins (York College) (Reserve Employer Representative).
County Council Officers:
Qingzi Bu, Steve Loach, Tom Morrison, Ian Morton and Jo Foster-Wade.

Copies of all documents considered are in the Minute Book

272

Chairman’s Welcome and Introductions
The Chairman welcomed everyone to the formal, live broadcast, virtual meeting of
the Pension Board. Members and officers introduced themselves for the benefit of
the broadcast.

273(a) Apologies for Absence
Apologies for absence were submitted by Councillor Anne Hook (City of York
Council).
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274(b) Vacancy for Scheme Member Representative
It was noted that a vacancy remained for a Scheme Member Representative and
efforts to recruit to that vacancy would continue.
Resolved That the issue highlighted be noted.
275(a) Minutes
Resolved That the Minutes of the meeting held on 14 January 2021, having been printed and
circulated, be taken as read and confirmed as a correct record and the Chairman
would sign these at a convenient time;
275(b) Progress on Issues Raised by the Board
Details had been outlined in relation to the Scheme Member representative vacancy
(above).
The circulation of information from Border to Coast Pensions Partnership (BCPP), in
particular the draft Strategic plan of BCPP, had been discussed at the previous
meeting, with an agreement that this would be circulated to Pension Board Members
when available. It was noted that this had now been agreed by the partner Funds and
would be circulated to Board Members after the meeting.
The outcome of the Hymans Robertson report on the future governance of the Local
Government Pension Scheme (LGPS) had now been submitted to MHCLG, and their
response was awaited.
A discussion relating to the Pension Fund Committee’s (PFC) skills audit took place
at the recent PFC meeting. A training programme was to be developed, on specific,
relevant issues, following the success of the internally produced event “Introduction
to the LGPS” which had been well received by those that had taken part. Members
welcomed the approach and praised the event referred to.
In respect of consideration given as to whether a breach should be reported to the
Pensions Regulator, regarding late issue of Pension Saving Statements, it was
stated that further details were yet to be received back from HMRC.
The reports on Cyber Security would be presented to the Pension Board as soon as
they were available with no indication, as yet, when this would be.
The other issues were included on the agenda and would be updated during
consideration of those items.
Resolved That the report be noted and any further action highlighted be undertaken
accordingly.
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276.

Declarations of Interest
There were no declarations of interest.

277.

Public Questions or Statements
There were no public questions or statements.

278.

Pension Fund Committee meeting held on 5h March 2021
The Chairman noted that the Minutes from the meeting were not available to
distribute to Pension Board Members at the time of this meeting therefore he would
do a brief summary of the issues raised, highlighting the following: 

Public Questions/Statement
Two public questions/statements of a similar nature were submitted to the
meeting, relating to the Fund’s investments in fossil fuels, and calling for such
investments to be redirected to renewable energy production. A Member of
the Board highlighted his support for the statements. In response to the
issues raised it was noted that while the NYPF still had investments within the
oil and gas industry, there was already a move towards investments in green
energy, and the oil and gas industry were heavily involved in that, having a
significant role in the move to renewable and sustainable energy sources. It
was not as simple as selling investments in oil and gas companies, therefore,
as those companies are developing green energy solutions.



Death Grant
The issue was withdrawn from consideration at the meeting., However, a
Board Member when reading the documents from the PFC raised concerns
that he could identify the person from the redacted, public papers, and
suggested that content was reviewed for future cases.



Performance of the Fund
Members noted that, the report to the meeting had indicated that the solvency
of the Fund stood at approximately 120% as of December 2020, and it was
asked whether the current position was similar. In response it was stated that
the solvency was likely to have increased since then, with investments seeing
an increase in that period.



Other Business
The PFC’s representative on the BCPP Joint Committee had raised
concerns regarding the level of pay increase proposed for some Executive
officers at the BCPP, which had been echoed by other Members of the PFC
and had been conveyed to the BCPP. It was expected that further details on
this
matter would emerge in due course.

Resolved That the issues raised in relation to the PFC held on 4 March 2021 be noted.
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279.

Pension Administration
The Employer Relationship Manger, Jo Foster-Wade , provided Members with an
update on key initiatives undertaken by the Administration Team of the NYPF. The
report included, as an Appendix, the report that was provided to the PFC at their
March 2021 meeting.
The following issues were highlighted:

PFC Report
The PFC report from their March 2021 meeting was provided as an Appendix.



Breaches Log
The Breaches Log was attached at Appendix 2 to the report. There had been
a new entry since the previous meeting of the Board and details of the nature
of the breach, and the action taken to address this issue, were outlined. It was
emphasised that, should the appropriate process have been followed, then
the breach would not have occurred, and the process had been re-iterated to
the member of staff involved. Members acknowledged that errors would occur
from time to time, particularly with staff working from home for long periods,
alone, due to the pandemic, and were satisfied that appropriate action had
been taken.
Members considered whether the Breach should be reported to the Pensions’
Regulator and given the nature of the incident, and the action taken following
this, that it would not be necessary to report the breach.
In response to a Member’s question it was noted that the Board had not
referred any matters to the Regulator since its introduction in 2015.



Annual Benefits Statements (ABS)
The process for the 2021 issuing of the ABS had now commenced and a
number of data files had already been received. The deadline for submission
was 30 April 2021.



GMP Data Reconciliation Project
Around 500 overpayments had been identified, which would lead to their
Pensions been reduced from April 2021. The issue had led to less than
twenty queries and one formal complaint. No arrears would be collected in
relation to overpayments.
There had been around 600 underpayments and arrears would be paid in
these cases. The pensions payments of those affected would be increased
from April 2021.
The In Advance payroll (approx. 400 members) which is paid on the 6th of
April had been fully reconciled and all administration records had been
corrected. There were still approximately 20,000 ‘in arrears’ pensioner
administration records to correct before the pension increase was applied.
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The data would then be transferred to the payroll for payment at the end of
April


Pensioner Payroll
Following successful parallel processing for January and February it was
agreed to go live on the interim system, Paylive, with effect from March.
The interim system was in place to enable the controlled migration,
reconciliation and payment of pensioners without affecting business.
Pension increases would also be run on the interim system and the data
would be merged back into the “live” environment in June.
During a discussion of the report the following issues and points were raised:

It was clarified that where reductions in pensions had occurred, following
reconciliation processes, and the pensioner was facing significant financial
difficulty, the NYPF was working closely with them to ensure that the
decrease could be managed appropriately. It was stated that now the
reconciliation had taken place, and databases had been updated and
amended, this issue should not reoccur.

Resolved -

280.

(i)

That the contents of the report be noted and any action identified be
undertaken accordingly.

(ii)

That the contents of the Breaches Log be noted and the breach outlined
should not be reported to the Pensions Regulator for the reasons outlined
above.

Internal Audit Reports
Audit Manager, Ian Morton, provided the Pension Board with an update on Internal
Audit activity.
The report highlighted the Audit Plan for 2020/21, previously approved by the
Pension Board, as follows: Income, Investments and Expenditure Audits were all underway
 Two actions from the 2019/20 Expenditure report, which were not due to be
completed until April 2021were detailed in Appendix 1 to the report.
 It was expected that there would be at least two of the audits completed by
the time of the July meeting.
Resolved That the report be noted.

281.

Budget, Accounts and Business Plan
Members considered a report of the Treasurer which provided an update on the
Pension Fund budget for 2020/21 and 2021/22, cashflow projections and the
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three year business plan for the Fund. The report taken to the March 2021 PFC
Meeting was attached as an appendix to the report for Board members to consider.
The following issues were highlighted:





The latest forecast outturn position against the 2020/21 budget showed
anticipated expenditure for the year of £31.5m, an overspend of £1.4m over
the original budget. The majority of the overspend (£1.2m) could be attributed
to increased fund manager fees due to the good performance of the Fund’s
investments.
The updates in the cashflow forecasts had resulted in surplus positions in the
overall cash position now being projected for 2020/21 and 2021/22. Due to
the volatile nature of some of the income and expenditure incurred by the
Fund, an element of fluctuation in the overall cashflow position was to be
expected, and a small negative cashflow position was forecast for 2022/23.
The 2021/22 budget had been submitted to the March meeting of the PFC
alongside the three year business plan. The budget had been set at £3.8m
higher than last year at £33.9m, in anticipation of increased Investment
Manager fees, in view of anticipated performance. Appendix 3 to the report
provided a complete breakdown of the budget allocation.

Members discussed the report and the following issues were highlighted:





A Member highlighted the significant increase in administration costs and
asked for clarification of these. In response it was noted that new
administration and payroll systems were being implemented, resulting in the
higher costs for 2021/22, but it was expected that the more efficient and
effective systems would generate longer term savings. It was emphasised
that it was important for the NYPF to have up to date, efficient systems, going
forward.
A Member referred to the transition costs in relation to transferring
investments to the BCPP MAC Fund and asked whether the figure was
accurate. In response it was stated that this was a reasonable estimate,
however, the exact costs were difficult to gauge, as much depended upon the
position of the markets at the time of the transition.
It was asked whether detailed monitoring was taking place in relation to
investment costs to allow comparisons to be made in respect of pre and post
pooling. In response it was stated that a comparison would be difficult as the
investments were not ‘like for like’, however, details comparing the various
costs would be fed back into the Board, going forward. It was emphasised
that every effort would be made to ensure that the investments undertaken
through pooling were as effective as possible as there was unlikely ever to be
a return to Funds managing their own investments. It was expected that cost
comparisons would commence as soon as meaningful data was available,
with comparisons being undertaken at various stages, ie 3 years, 5 years, etc,
to determine the cost effectiveness of the arrangements, the performance of
investments and whether the expected pay back periods had been met.
Business Plan
The three year NYPF business plan had been considered at the March PFC
meeting and was circulated to Board Members prior to the meeting. Included
within the report were:

Updates on progress on the previous plan
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Key actions
Details of revisions to the plan and a copy of the new three year plan.
Addition of a further key action

Members discussed the plan and the following issues were highlighted:

A Member sought clarification of how the implementation of the
business plan was undertaken and who had responsibility for
monitoring that. In response it was stated that officers had a
responsibility for implementing the plan, which was monitored through
the various reports to the PFC and PB.

Resolved That the report be noted.
282.

Investment Strategy Review
The report provided details of the report considered by the PFC at its March meeting
and the following issues were highlighted:The New Investment Strategy
Following the November 2020 Meeting of the Committee, Members had
embarked on a series of Workshops to determine a new Investment
Strategy for the Fund. Assistance with the process was provided by the
Fund’s Investment Advisers and NYPF officers. The aim of the Strategy
was to maximise investment potential for growth while protecting the
funding position and reducing risk. Consideration was also given to
responsible investments and climate change.
As a result the new Strategy in terms of asset allocation, detailed below was
agreed at the March 2021 PFC meeting:Equities – 50%
Infrastructure – 10%
Property – 7.5%
Private Credit – 5%
Multi Asset Credit – 5%
Corporate Bonds – 7.5%
Gilts – 15%
It was expected that this provide an appropriate return, in line with the
Triennial Valuation assumptions and would reduce the risk from the
current position.
Members raised the following issues:

Concern was raised in respect of investing in property at the current
time, in view of the pandemic. In response it was emphasised that
the success of these investments would depend upon the type and
location of property invested in. BCPP were developing opportunities
for investments in property, both in the UK and globally, and were
developing a team with a high level of expertise in that field,
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therefore, there was a good deal of confidence that a property
portfolio will be developed that is appropriate to the NYPF.
A Member noted that the PFC agreed an Investment Strategy in
2019 and asked why this was changing so soon after and whether it
related to poor advice having been provided initially. In response it
was noted that the PFC had suggested a reduction in equity
investments in the 2019 Strategy Review to try and reduce risk, and
maintain or improve the solvency of the Fund. Since then equities
have continued to prove themselves as the main driver of returns
and on reflection it was considered that the 2019 strategy review
reduced the exposure to equities by too much. This led to the review
earlier this year with a decision to seek equity investments of 50%
rather that 45%. The PFC had also raised concerns regarding the
number of investments in the strategy and had considered the need
to have a less complicated Strategy. It was noted that the necessary
implementation steps relating to the 2019 Strategy had brought out t
concerns for PFC Members which contributes to the detailed and
thorough review taking place.
In terms of investments, the economies of scale of investing
through BCPP were highlighted, with exposure to a much
larger and varied selection of fund managers being available,
which was bringing the diversification sought by the PFC, while
reducing the costs of undertaking these investments compared to
should the NYPF having pursued these alone. It was noted that all
fees were visible in relation to investments taking place through
BCPP and a comparison of costs would be fed back into both
the PFC and the Board when there had been sufficient time for
a meaningful comparison to be made.
Options for new investments with BCPP – Private Credit
and Infrastructure
The PFC had decided that all new investments would be made
through Border to Coast, where suitable opportunities were
available, including private markets, where Border to Coast had a
programme comprised of separate investment funds in private
equity, private credit and infrastructure. The Fund’s Investment
Strategy included allocations to private credit and infrastructure, but
not to private equity.
Due to the nature of private markets investments it was not possible
to quickly allocate money and achieve target allocations, therefore,
periodic commitments would be made over a number of years to
gradually build up the allocations. Once the targets had been
reached, further commitments would be made to maintain the values
of the investments at or around the target levels.
The Fund’s private credit and infrastructure programmes were in the
process of being built up towards the targets but there was a long
way to go.
The first quarter of each calendar year provided an opportunity to
make new commitments to the BCPP private markets programme.
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Extensive details of the Fund’s current commitment, the desired
investment levels, the expected progress of those investments and
their compatibility with the new Investment Strategy for both private
credit and infrastructure were provided in the report.
Initial commitment levels for both private credit and
infrastructure for 2021 would be given further consideration, in
line with the new Investment Strategy and decisions on
commitments for later years would need to be made in the first
quarter of each year.
Multi Asset Credit
At the November 2019 meeting the PFC decided to invest
in BCPPs Multi Asset Credit (MAC) fund, subject to further due
diligence being satisfactorily completed.
Aon had been commissioned to do a final piece of due diligence,
and concluded that there were no major concerns to going
ahead with investing in Border to Coast’s MAC fund.
Members agreed to give delegated authority to the
Treasurer in consultation with the Chair of the Committee to
make the final decision for the assets to be transferred to ensure
that a decision could be made immediately prior to the transfer,
based on a final assessment being made at the time assets
were to be transitioned, which was unlikely to coincide with a
Committee meeting.
.
Equity Protection
At the November 2020 Meeting Members decided to allow the
equity protection in place to January 2021 to come to an end,
rather than be renewed. It was expected that the June 2021
PFC meeting would make a similar decision on the July 2021
tranche of protection.

Currency Hedging
In September 2020 currency hedging was implemented
through Legal and General as a temporary measure to
help manage the risk to Sterling of a hard Brexit, as well as the
risk that the UK economy struggled to recover over the
medium term.
The Government had been able to negotiate a Brexit deal with
the EU and as currency hedging was intended to be a short
term tactical response to specific circumstances, its
appropriateness would be periodically reviewed, with the
intention of removing it, if it was considered that the reasons to
maintain it were no longer strong enough.
A further review currency hedging, would be undertaken at the
next meeting of the PFC.
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The Chairman thanked all the officers involved for the
excellent summary of the process undertaken to produce the
new Investment Strategy and the implications for the NYPF.
Resolved That the report be noted.
282.

Training
Members considered the report of the Assistant Chief Executive (Legal and
Democratic Services) providing an update on Pension Board Member training.
It was noted that the report providing details of training events attended, and
activities undertaken by Pension Board Members was not now published as part of
the report but did appear on the Meeting’s web page and this was up to date.
The Chairman reminded Members of their requirement to have an appropriate level
of knowledge and understanding of the relevant issues to serve on the Board.
Although this was not currently a requirement to serve on the PFC it was expected
that this position would change shortly. He stated that Members of the Board should
reflect on what issues they would like to see covered in a training programme that
could be delivered to both the PFC and the PB, and feedback on that.
A Member noted that Hymans Robertson provided a package of on-line training
relevant to the LGPS. It was stated that their training package would be investigated
for suitability and value for money to determine whether it was appropriate for
Members.
A Member suggested that a training session on the Risk Register, and how that was
developed and monitored, would be appreciated. Officers stated that they were
developing a list of subjects that would be useful to Members in terms of providing
specific training/information sessions, and would circulate this to Members following
the meeting.

Resolved (i)

That the report be noted

(ii)
that the list of potential subjects in terms of providing specific
training/information sessions be circulated to Members allowing feedback to be
provided on these and to highlight any other relevant subjects that could be
included.
270.

Work Plan
Members considered the report of the Assistant Chief Executive (Legal and
Democratic Services) detailing the areas of planned work of the Pension Board for
the coming year and providing meeting dates for the Pension Board until April 2022.
Resolved (i)

That the Work Plan, as detailed in Appendix 1 to the report, be noted.

(ii)

That the dates of ordinary meetings as detailed in the report be noted as
follows:-
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Thursdays at 10 am
2021/22
8th July 2021
7th October 2021
13th January 2022
7th April 2022
271.

Other business
Continuation of Remote Meetings
Members noted that the emergency legislation for the holding of remote meetings
during the pandemic was due to lapse on 7th May 2021, with no intention for this to
be renewed at this stage. It was stated that the County Council were currently
considering how meetings would be undertaken following the 7th May, and a
proposed way forward of remote meetings being delivered publicly, and live
broadcast, on an informal basis, with the Chief Executive formally ratifying the
required decisions, through existing emergency powers, would be the subject of a
decision by full County Council in due course.
Resolved That the issue highlighted be noted.

The meeting concluded at 11.55am.
SL
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